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Historical series
Preface 2021: In the early 1990s, 
Discovery school-site slideshows 
were actually made from slides! 
I converted 9x9-inch aerial prints 
to 35mm kodachromes, scaled 
& rotated for teachers to project 
in classrooms. (Alignment was 
lackadaisical :). Today, with 
Arcmap & Photoshop, overlays 
& rectifies are easier—not to 
mention sharing digitally & online. 
And, we have more imagery, 
from subsequent flights and prior 
historic missions.

Clicking 2020 jumps to end. 
Acrobat-header's b tool returns. 
Tips on navigating pdfs are at 
JuneauNature>Tools

Bare earth
To 'set the scene' for follow-
ing aerials, here's underlying 
shape-of-land, courtesy LiDAR. 
Surface colors are deposits of 
sea, stream & gravity. Basin-
divides are complex, so I've 
included the 'subshed bound-
aries' developed during our 
wetland assessments in 2014.

Terrain accessible on foot 
from Auke Bay Elementary 
overlaps with excursions from 
the University, thus a merger, 
serving both institutions. 

Following are 6 more aerial 
views, precisely aligned. Flip 
through in Acrobat. Hold your 

cursor to a point of interest 
and advance with arrow keys 
or mouse roller, to see how 
specific locations changed. 

Following are 8 more 
aerial views, precisely 
aligned. Flip through in 

Acrobat. Hold your cursor 
to a point of interest and 
advance with arrow keys 

or mouse roller, to see how 
specific locations changed. 

Auke Bay Elementary—UAS

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/acrobatpdfs/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/gis-geographic-information-systems/lidar/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/nature/geology/surficial-geology/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/subsheds/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/subsheds/
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Before first airphoto missions 
over SE Alaska, our series relies 
on maps. Fortunately, in much of 
CBJ, we have this fine-scale map 
by USGS. Topography, roads and 
streamlines courtesy WJ Peters 
in 1902, with geo-unit overlays 
~8 years later by Adolf Knopf. 
Exported at 66% transparency 
so topography from LiDAR can 
be seen.

On this map & most following 
photos, I've overlaid trails, roads 
and school outlines. Few were 
actually present until the 1970s 
when development accelerated in 
Áak’w Tá, little lake bay.

1910
Turn-of-century homesteads 
claimed best water landings and 
southern exposures, displacing 
L'eeneidí fish camps—most 
notably Sheep Creek Mary's at 
Gaat Héeni, sockeye stream, 
appropriated by canneries. On 
extreme left, Áak’w Noow, little 
lake fort, was also 'Euro'd' (inset 
of Simpson place). 

Dashed lines show miners' 
packroads. One, through today's 
school grounds, followed earlier 
trails to trapping and fish camps 
on Kaxdigoowu Héen—now a 
favorite Discovery bushwack.*  

 1930s

U
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* Canoe access to the tideflats at today's airport was tricky 
because of broad mudflats and fickle waterlevels, making this 
shortcut from Aanchgaltsóow to Kax a strategic time-saver.  
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The Navy flew Southeast Alaska 
in 1948. Many of today's USGS 
topographic maps are still based 
on this 1948 imagery. Planes 
flew quite high, so it's the lowest 
resolution of my series.

1948
Unfortunately, at Áak'w, we 
lack vertical (nadir) aerials 
from the marvelous 1926&29 
Navy missions that begin most 
of my school-history pageflip-
pers. All we have from the 
late-20s are some obliques 
of the harbor (eg: thumbnail 
above). A bigger version is in 
natureneartheschoolsAB.pdf  
page 7.

By 1948, one dock extended 
into the cove—beginnings of 
today's extensive harbor-floats. 
Watch them expand while 
scrolling through the following 
aerials.

By clicking ahead to 1984 
you'll locate the school. There 
are stereopairs for '84 and '62 
in the above pdf that help in 
detecting clearings. 

 Highway bridge over Gaat 
Héeni was right on the lake, in 
location of today's footbridge.  1948
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http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-the-schools-auke-bay-elementary-1991/
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 1962

In the late 1950s & early 60s, 
USFS shot "resource photogra-
phy," flying lower than prior Naval 
cartographic missions. Goal was 
timber assessment, but they also 
flew communities including CBJ. 

1962
Gaat Héeni crossing had moved 
downstream, and a large lake-
side parking area was cleared. 
Prior photo below has no date, 
but 6-digit USFS ID# is close to 
others from the 1930s.

Best spruces from the lake-
head fan were clearcut, expand-
ed slightly from 1948 extent. 
Future schoolsite is a bi-lobed 
'figure-8' bog. Southern lobe 
is now school & playground; 
northern lobe survives—a major 
destination for Discovery field 
trips.
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USFS high-res "resource photog-
raphy" wasn't rectified until late 
1990s. Foresters worked mostly 
from overlapping 9x9" prints, 
assessing stands in stereo. 
For 3D versions of these aeri-
als, see our pdf reports from 
JuneauNature>SCHOOLS> 
Natureneartheschools.

1984
Look at that boat traffic, in and 
out of the busy harbor floats! 
Residence along all highways 
had probably increased by an 
order of magnitude from the 
1962 scene. But like today, few 
humans wandered any distance 
from yards or trails. 

Initially, Auke Bay Elemen-
tary was a pretty basic 'box.' 
UAS was established in 1972.
Campus had 6 buildings 1984, 
but no Egan Library. 

Compared to earlier B&W 
aerials, we now have more 
information on forest structure, 
especially when viewed in 
stereo (naturenearschoolsAB.
pdf). Largest, gappiest forest 
is on steep colluvium on east-
side Áak’w, little lake, above 
today's floating trail (mapped, 
along with surfgeo type on page  1984
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http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/photography/stereo-photography/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/schoolsaakwtaaku/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/schoolsaakwtaaku/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/schoolsaakwtaaku/aukebayelementary/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/schoolsaakwtaaku/aukebayelementary/
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 1996

NASA flew super-high carto-
graphic imagery, scanned, geore-
ferenced and tiled by USFS. 1

1996
Toggle backward against 1984, 
looking for 'additions' in the 
12-year interval. Residential 
development had 'plateaud' by 
the mid-80s, but there were 
institutional expansions, at 
UAS, harbor, and elementary 
playground. 

Inset shows my consulting 
mentor Dan Bishop at the new 
yellow-cedar portal to the Dan 
Bishop Bay Creek Trail. Play-
ground beyond. 2 

1  This mission replicated NASA's 
prior inch-to-mile 1979 color infrareds 
(CIRs). From U2s at 80,000 feet, 
detail is forfeited, but the tree-lean 
and mountain-slope warping of lower-
elevation missions is minimized. 
At 6-foot pixel, it's coarser than 
subsequent orthos. USFS also 
converted from CIR B&W and blew 
some highlights. But this was the first 
SE AK-wide ortho-coverage, launching 
many of us into the delicious world of 
digital cartography.  

2 While I take issue with IWGNs 
for natural features like streams 
and bays, I have no problem with 
commemorating built features for 
people we look up to. 
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CBJ commissioned true-color 
imagery for much of its devel-
oped lands. Resolution here is 
only 4-foot-pixel, but 2-fters are 
available from CBJ-Lands. Along 
with 2013, next page, 2006 and 
2001-CIR missions can be desig-
nated as map layers on the City's 
parcel viewer. 

2006
At a certain point in the matura-
tion of developed lands, when 
the eager pace of clearing 
and construction has mostly 
subsided, growth of yard trees 
and fringing forests begins to 
soften the raven's-eye view. 
This apparent, toggling over the 
decade between 1996 and 2006. 

Only major addition—albeit 
a significant one for Discovery 
Nature Studies—is the Gymna-
sium, inserted between AB 
School and campus housing. 
The lovely bogs and fens here 
were 'wilderness' to a genera-
tion of students guided here by 
Discovery Naturalists. 

I've overlaid trails on this 
ortho as yellow lines. Bay 
Creek Trail not yet gpsed and is 
only a rough guess.

http://epv.ci.juneau.ak.us/cbj_js_viewers/EPV/app/
http://epv.ci.juneau.ak.us/cbj_js_viewers/EPV/app/
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 2013

In 2013, preparing for our 2014 
wetland assessments (inset, 
taken at yellow arrow in fen NW 
of school), the City commis-
sioned LiDAR-&-orthophotogra-
py. At 6-inch-pixel, this remains 
our sharpest-res borough-wide 
imagery. Color infrared (CIR) 
beats true color for distinguishing 
conifer from deciduous stands. 

2013
Textures and color shifts on this 
CIR show off the rich diversity 
of forests and wetlands across 
this scene. Compare, for exam-
ple, treesize and gappiness on 
east and west sides of Bearcub 
Hill, between Gym and Hous-
ing. Smooth, eastside is wind-
forest described on p19, Natural 
history of Juneau trails.

Pano above is richfen AB10,  
200 yards NW of playground, 
delineated in our study
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http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/nature/habitats/terrestrial/wetlands/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/nature/habitats/terrestrial/wetlands/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/natural-history-of-juneau-trails-a-watershed-approach/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/natural-history-of-juneau-trails-a-watershed-approach/
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 2020

ArcGIS Online (AOL) is now my 
go-to source for current online 
aerial imagery. Set up your free 
personal account, to toggle 
between a wide range of base-
maps and orthoimagery. 1 

2020
Because our eyes are so 
good at detecting movement, 
toggling 7 years between 2013 
& 2020 exposes literally every 
development. How many can 
you detect. Most obvious is 
new harbor parking. Also, 
construction on Loop Rd west 
of Windfall Ave. If you're unfa-
miliar with street names, click 
here to return to bare-earth 
with annotations, and to 'strip 
away' forest to see shapes of 
underlying landforms. 

1 AOL historical archives, called 
Wayback, allow search through 
earlier coverages. Populated areas 
like CBJ see ortho updates ~every 3 
years.  
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https://www.arcgis.com/home/index.html
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/historical-imagery-on-arcgis-online/

